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ABSTRACT

Exposed And exposed families for several from the changes which I inherited it some Appearances Weakness that may be Pay with it to collapse, Lost exposed family to effect transitions Economic social and cultural that I yielded she has during practical development overall And that did not be to fit in And reality families in times a lot when I created it from patterns strange, command that led to Appearance of the several from phenomena negative and perverted which affected on effectiveness Different institutions the society and family as a highlighted This is amazing institutions; Therefore, this study came, which aimed to identify the social reality and its impact on family communication, where the theoretical narrative approach was used, which discusses the problem and deals with it from its various aspects. Form Al-Qaeda the basic in structure any Community, In addition to the need to confront risks Change constant on the family, In addition to the need to pay attention to interaction and engagements family And pay attention to the process Connection The family that continue its importance Bezel life which necessity to achieve Compatibility profile Which contribute to reducing the level of rebuke router for children And rule culture dialogue.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Exposed and exposed families for several from the changes which I inherited it some appearances economic social and cultural that I yielded she has during practical development overall and that did not be to fit in and reality families in times a lot when I created it from patterns strange, command that led to appearance of the several from phenomena negative and perverted which affected on effectiveness different institutions the society and family as a highlighted this is amazing institutions (AL-Momani, 2022; Ahmed & Shahata, 2020).

And he has become from fashionable download family all appearances disintegration and deviation and getting lost that usually what get damaged of which its limbs the basic especially the father and mother and sons. She is in consideration many form source all species problems and shortcomings and eat shapes aberrations and disturbances that infect or solved with these in when that it Scarcely what it said that the reason the main for every This is amazing the problems no lies necessarily in family, but rather back to conditions poverty and want physical and ignorance and illiteracy or upbringing social and until to modernity and what I caused it from antiquities...etc. that surround by the family and pierce it daily without minimum resistance (Zayd, 2014; AL-Momani & Rababa, 2022).

This is the study will eat by searching an item important in consolidation relations family and he connection family and extent impact reality social on him and on relations family in a form general from during the answer on problematic next: how affected transitions social contemporary on practical connection family?

The first axis: Concept Connection family

In shade the society contemporary gesticulate witness it from changes economical social, lost exposed family in different communities to many from variants that seeking to breakthrough its architecture social and its system value and cultural than to push to the influence on formation family and nature relations between its members or that that related by some its functions (AL-Momani, & Rababa, 2022; Alrabadi, & AL-Momani, 2022).

And I have I notice scholars the meeting to importance influences that maybe that you create it. This is amazing the changes accelerating on family. And from here confirmed" Anthony Giddens" in writing the road the third on importance look to family from perspective different in our world contemporary. And I have adult some scholars the meeting in a description case family contemporary. Then after that she was in the past considered as "cell the first to the community", we find that some describe it that it is institution oscillate between death life, which more like with the body dead that try actors in it that repeat mechanism life (AL-Momani & Banisaeed, 2022; Sherif, 2014).

Did not prepare family from constants, it has exposed for a group from effects local global, in which I became necessity urgent to reset understand it in framework from changing its patterns and its functions that remained get up with it via periods historic long. That the change that catch up by the family and their roles no represent privacy local or specialize with it communities without other, but he change witness it all communities for reasons linked by circumstances and changes internal from side and with effects globalization from side last with all what bear it from contradictions challenges in which has become the question on significance family and its functions that changed a question pressing in shade communities change its limits economic and political but rather and cultural. Community had become describe that he "community the crisis" and he also community "risks" that hard forecasting with it (AL-Momani, 2022; Mohammed, 2020; AL-Momani & Rababa, 2022).
That to treat like This is amazing the case Requires from U.S Identify on a set of special concepts namely: (Husseini, 2014; Shaaban, 2018; AL-Momani, 2022).

1. Concept family
2. Concept Connection family
3. fields Connection family
4. patterns Connection family

Identification Family:

- came in dictionary science the meeting: "That family phrase on group from individuals They relate to gether with links marriage and Blood adoption, And They interact together, And may be Complete this interaction between the husband and wife, And between the mom And the father And Sons And consists Of which all lonliness social Is characterized by with characteristics specific(Rababa& AL-Momani, 2022)
- Known "Ogburn" And "nemkov" family that it is:"phrase on association social composed from Husband and wife And their children or without children And may be be family Larger from that in which includes Individuals others like grandparents And grandchildren And some relatives(Khazaleh, 2020)
- As for "Anthony Giddens" And he knows family on that it"group from individuals associated directly onions kinship And takes over its members adults Responsibilities education children.As for Relations kinship She is connections that get up between individuals As for on Basis marriage or from during association the blood And offspring like moms and parents And siblings And Boys And others(Lailah, 2020)

Concept Connection family:

Before broached to identification Connection family it is worth coffee beans Stop when term Connection so that it can for us clarification Concept compound.

Identification Connection

I have appeared definitions many And Even though a lot And miscellaneous for a word communication. Lost We use it Let’s mean with it area the study Academic or activity Applied Lt for him, or as note or art or Relations humanity or means communication public or Calculators mechanism a personality or Guidance psychologically, as that it may be pass on practical purposeful Intentional or normal Automatic (AL-Momani, 2022).

Identification Connection Language

Means word Connection: Expression And interaction from during some symbols to achieve goal specific And Involve on an item The intent And measure. Which Derivative from the origin Latin that Means thing subscriber And did it and he that broadcast thing or common. as come back some This is amazing Word to the origin meaning "general" or" subscriber". And Due Origin Word in the language Arabic to verb Call And the name Means the information communicator or the messenger oral or exchange thoughts And opinions or the information on road talk or signals as Means Word also network ways or network Telecommunications And all of which Emphasizes on Importance interaction And relations humanity between Humans. And We find "selected the dictionary" may be know her on that it: "receipt thing with something They arrived" meaning Transfer the information And meanings And thoughts And feelings between Persons to achieve Goal what And purpose specific.
Identification Connection Conventionally:

Known "Charles Collie" Connection: "that mechanize me that from through it There are relations humanity and grow and evolve symbols mental by means to publish This is amazing symbols via Place And its continuation via time. And Means Connection technically according "Rickard Indy: "practical mean with it source qualitative through it, excitement Response quality I have future qualitative. Any that it practical Intentional, purposeful And Same items specific.

As for In what Regard by calling family He is sun variables upbringing Social, And he availability the opportunity for individuals family To express on their opinions And their feelings And Hassan listen for them And Accept them. And from between definitions that We supply it To call family We mention: (AL-Momani & Purnawan, 2022; Naser, 2013).

- Connection family He That Relationship That get up between roles the husband And the wife And Sons With what you specify family, And mean with it also nature Telecommunications And interactions that Located between members family And from That Relationship that Located between the wife And the husband And between Sons And parents And between Sons themselves.
- Connection family he union group from Persons with links the blood marital And adoption, so They communicate And they interact with Some of them some their roles social.
- Connection family he That Relationship that its formation family with its members, whether She was This is amazing Relationship association the blood or in-laws or Genealogy.

So eat definitions focus on that Connection family its basis role social that playing it Individuals family from during their relationships And their interactions with each other some.

Fields Connection family:

Represented This is amazing domains in relations family that bind between Individuals family, and contribute in its continuation and create Atmosphere helps on Preparation Individuals active in the society And represented in: (AL-Momani, 2022; Issawy, 2018; Abdel Muti, 2014).

- Relationship between the couple: get up This is amazing Relationship on Basis Rights marital for every who are they, and their responsibilities towards bringing up their children And take decisions family , And role all who are they in the responsibility Social And Economic for the family.
- Relationship parents With children: This is amazing Relationship get up on education Sons Value inspired from canons heavenly and standards Social, The parents They know their children Value and facts and concepts and patterns behaviorism And all what he desired And They push them away on all what he not desired like road eater and clothing and method deal, which you gain on road Repetition or tradition or practice or Authority parenting.
- Relationship the Brother: is found that Relationship between the brothers characterized By force solidarity, And enjoy Son the biggest standing Larger from his brothers Because he Represent His father so he gives commands to his brothers And his sisters smallest from him or on the least threaten them With punishment And on them show obedience respect, and reinforces Individuals family the others status the brother the biggest in family And especially that he usually what takes over responsible family And Care his brothers And his sisters after death the father, As for Relationship between Sisters She is relationship get up on affection and cooperation.
subscriber between them. It is characterized Relationship between siblings and sisters responsibly the brothers on their sisters and take care of them.

**Patterns Connection Family:**

There are patterns of family communication, which are: (Sherif, 2016; Khaser, 2019; AbuJadu, 2014; Abdullah, 2016).

- **Pattern Connection open:** We find that investigation needs mutual for the family something desired and endearing, And from then the Connection between the couple And Sons He is free And direct. It is characterized in unison And respect And honesty And sense with feelings party the other.

- **Pattern Connection css:** notice in this Type that patterns Connection and interaction between the couple And Sons control it group from the rules intense, That the rules whether She was phenomenon or tacit they specify what that maybe expression about him free, gesticulate not from the necessary expression about him on launch, Lost Appear non Ability on discussion themes sensitive fear collision or happening replies an act emotional not acceptable, And in passing the time may be increase This is amazing themes to the point that the individual wishes in avoidance and sizes.

- **Pattern entanglement css:** in this the pattern Is characterized by family Near severe between its members, And in themes interlocking from Difficult that We find independence and subjectivity but rather We are We find shortage in privacy And be differences individuality not potential, And he has pass Individuals family interlocking on feelings that reflect protection excess suffocating or that discreetly breaths And tangle family And he also a result strong format in condition a job And interaction so become family tangled Response Of which to stress that exposed she has.

Connection family from most important Factors coherence procedure for the family sound sedentary and reflected on family with peace And The Spirit of Serenity in her relationships in what between them, as reflects for us that life This is amazing family characterized with equanimity emotional And social And Existence Relations intimate between its members.

So everyone sings or seek on love and about respect And Serenity And frankness And understanding and about acceptance and about politeness in deal and not parasitism And get away on Curiosity and about method good and comfortable in talk And deal And communication with him.

So Relationships family require from parents as both column vertebral for life family Mastery skills Connection family And that by giving Individuals family an opportunity To communicate on road hear And listening, try taking And reply With them and dialogue when they speak And non-interject them And attempt their frustration And reduction their wish Communion on road non interest when they say or what they do (Bakosh, 2018).

the hub the second: Connection family between coherence and disintegration social in family (Anthony ,2010; Abdullah, 2019; Joseph & Michel, 1973). Will we are talking on upbringing Social that impressed more from Jobs other in our community the talk, and this is Due to multiply institutions that Means by wording thoughts and directives like clubs sports and institutions that resulted on Development technical And a revolution the information and contact and on her head tv and its channels satellite then Calculators mechanism And the network international for info (Internet). considered as upbringing Social she practical educational Complete under it broadcast Value and habits and traditions culture, and transfer the behavior normal and directions that satisfy it community or the society And dovetail with him, to individuals Whose live in it. Play family Dora great in practical upbringing Social
Especially in age Childhood premature And you do so from during operations reinforcement and give rewards And punishment and saving example And Role models.

Prepare family Enterprise Social The first that Starch In which Child, And consider the school the basic for every child, because what learn it In which Remains with him Length his life and about its way Acquire Child value and its standards and his behaviour, and represents the parents Naturally adverb Power The first Direct in upbringing that practiced effect on Child since his birth And remain effect standing until phase late from the age.

And family more institutions upbringing Social Importance For reasons following:

- That it most important institutions Social that set it up Human to continue his life.
- That it Unit Social The first that Arises In which Child.
- Considered as Sample optimum for the group primary.
- Get up Child in family for himself And by itself.

And thus We find that family considered as Basis social that grow in it seeds Personal humanity And be determined in it origins normalization social.so personal Child made up from during his interaction with his family ([AL-Momani, 2022;Ahmed & Shahata, 2020]. And come back Importance Role family in upbringing on mind Place the first that Complete in it crystal Connection social that practice it Child in beginning Years his life that reflected on his growth social In what after, And it is considered parents In which model And an example And proverb that He should on their children emulate with it.

Not that families exposed via time to Interactions underwear and external affected on its resurrection as an institution role upbringing effective as affected on practical Connection family in Limit same, So do Circumstances Economic change Role the parents And especially Role the mom as a sender And recipient in that together, So he worked woman Effect in a form big on Connection inside family, because the mom considered as center Receive preoccupations all of which And degree big, unless that what witness it families he to intervene items other to do with this roles like governess in the house or governess in Kindergarten And whyRemains for parents unless installment Little in This is amazing the operation, as that preoccupations the many for parents Transformation Without their resurrection role receiver and router That’s where the pace is life I became grandfather accelerated and life grandfather an expensive and this is Makes links family falter And you miss To communicate affirmative from both parties(parents And children)added to that bringing up parents that a lot what considered as traditional with regards for children, Bullying And the violence And no dialogue things uses it parents and rejects it Sons, where it must exist tool To communicate between parents and children through finding time for petting And from then finding time indoctrination Value and acquaintances when start perceptions Child in the growth, and the attendant during a period adolescence compensate surveillance then to leave Sons they walk The Road the chosen And here He is Role parents may be continue ([AL-Momani & Purnawan, 2022;Naser, 2013].

In addition to means Connection modern like TV and channels satellite, And network Internet which I became Source the main to produce Value Social new and distribute it, where impressed relations family whether between the couple or between Sons. And maybe detection on faces the change In which in aspects next: (Husseini, 2014;Shaaban, 2018; AL-Momani,2022).

- Changing pattern family from family extended get up on symbiosis and synergy in errands and difficulties that may be intercept it because of coherence internal, to family nuclear Say In which interaction between its members.
family And Function Social, that Role family in upbringing Social passes condition from eclipse a result failure and retreated family in performance its tasks and this is Back to several Factors Economical And social and entry woman market the job, and not capacity the man on You understand his duties new in Shade This is amazing variants.

• And Clear that family modern practiced democracy between its members, And it became for every An individual in family his voice whether He was great Mother young, And therefore parents no they see no they hear And it became their turn in age the talk merely as president honorific vanished his authority because of Obstacles that intercept it from a job woman And spacing Places Living and absence family extended that She was contribute in education boys.

• more to means Connection modern that increased from sharpness shortcomings in practical communication family from during programs that progress on a screen TV And who had become this the last involved in practical upbringing supplying children informative but in a way anarchism a result absence Awareness social And moral with a picture intact I have children (AL-Momani,2022).

• And may be to push Spread Use Computer and the internet to shifts deep form revolution cultural And informative leave its effects on fields life contemporary from where its patterns and its methods Than impact on Building family from during prominence some Value and phenomena and behaviors Which individuality And hash family, independence And weakness links family, sovereignty look physical for things .

To side this I became families Depends on This is amazing means in Connection And it became Sons they use networks communication social from Okay Dialogue And to request Advice instead orientation to parents, no Hide on sun what for this means from effects negative on its users not The conscious (Khazaleh, 2020).

And he has result on all what preceded results We mention it in:

1. Cracked Building and Relationship family, where Lost family its coherence film Prepare family Formed from members trending their emotions and their interests to inside family, where form family with members center interest for every who are they, but rather seem members family in leave to the outside, command that weaker building family So it became more fragility and less holding together.

2. Spread conflicts inside building family, Which conflicts that indicate from hand to weakness system value for the family And also to condition Chaos that affected on included positions and roles in family, And with it He fell recognition system Rights and commitments vested roles different inside building family (Lailah,2020).

3. Exposed family to hack whether in its system value the organization to interact in its framework affected inform and culture consumerism And change that from effects command that I incapacitate her on The performance with a job upbringing Social to her children with a picture effective, from hand because of Collapse system Value ethical religious, And from hand other because of weakness control family on Sons(because of Circumstances Economic degree The first)command that to push Sons To participate in interaction social system value weak Orientation her behaviors.

4. Underestimate in life family itself, Indicator that direction to formation patterns from family Outside the frame legit confessor as spread marriage customary in its forms not legitimacy And that He was proportions few not that phenomenon I started sweep the society The Algerian, addition to to rise rates divorce and disintegration family (Zayd, 2014;AL-Momani & Rababa, 2022).
5. Occurrence some aberrations and crimes family, as crimes Treason family physical She was or morale, crimes the kill mutual between couples and wives and sons, with levels or rates did not witness it the society in Phase Historic precedent.

4. CONCLUSION

Form family Al-Qaeda the basic in structure any Community, She is Enterprise Social, that believe several Careers Vitality, Of which job Childbearing and upbringing Social for individuals, and their acquisition their identities, to side Being no still brooder The economist for young people until age marriage.

I have I knew family several changes, whether in its shape synthetic, or in her relationships interior, or in Rate it Social. And fall This is amazing the changes in framework a movement the change cultural-social and his options multi that live in it in knowledgeable Millennium Third gesticulate His owner in the time Himself with prospects wider from risks Change, And move on to Community multiplied in it shapes relations, and interaction and engagements but rather I transgressed to nature expectations I have the people from their relationships by others on Limit to express "Giddens", and this is what witness it Communities the world since a period from time.

This is amazing the changes affected on practical Connection inside family, Considering that Connection that continue its importance Bezel life necessity to achieve Compatibility personal, And with that particular Emphasizes many from Researches on Existence crisis communicative inside family, where Prepare inability children on expression on their feeling most important Title she has.

The connection Begins from life embryonic And it evolves with development links Social, where Prepare family the environment The first to interact with individuals, and building a on him be life family pledged Naturally Connection existing In which Either coexistence Selma Or conflict And violence.

And I have shares number from variants in to set direction Connection inside family, from between This is amazing factors he Factor upbringing Social that received it parents And they try planted it in children, It is known on the society at in general that it Community at prevail Authority parental for a while from time With what Effect on practical Connection family from rebuke for children And sovereignty culture non-dialogue And non-Acceptance opinions little ones in times a lot, In addition to factors Economic that Led out woman for a scientist The job and neglect it to a side big from its responsibilities And do modes other with this responsibilities, to side means Connection and technologies modern that invaded families And worked on falsification warmth family, in which had become Child or Sons spend say ell Before devices Computer or the television compensate About dialogue and discuss Threads with their parents. For every This is amazing Circumstances And factors bear family And mother in a form private criticisms vitriol because of Loss Connection family.
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